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"Two Members of PLA Died in Damascus Suburb, Demands 

to Neutralize the PLA from the Regime’s Battles"  

 
 

 

 A Palestinian from Khan Al Sheih Died Due to Torture in the Syrian Prisons 

 A Palestinian Refugee from Yarmouk Camp Died Due to Previous Wounds 

 Regular Army Heavy Guns Target Khan Al Sheih only Road 

 Opening of Al Husaeneyya Camp Schools in Damascus Suburb after 3 Years 

Closure  
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Victims 

The Young man Mohammed Ahmed Wahsh from Khan Al Sheih camp 

died due to torture in the Syrian prisons after being detained for more 

than two years and a half.  

 

The Young man Maher Al Shehabi died due to a shot he attained two 

weeks ago during the sniping operations between the Opposition groups 

in Yelda Town and Al Nusra Front with ISIS in Yarmouk camp.  

 

Recent Updates 

Two PLA members were killed during clashes with a Military group from 

the Opposition forces in two different areas. Media resources insured 

that the lieutenant Motasem Mustafa Kassab died due to a wound he 
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attained in Tal Kurdi area in Damascus suburb on 11-9-2015 in addition 

to the death of the Lieutenant Mohammed Ahmed Saleh due to a wound 

he attained in Darea area in Damascus suburb on 11-9-2015.    

This follows the death and injury of dozens of PLA members at Tal Kurdi 

area in Damascus Suburb and the continuation of battles in this area due 

to the attempts of the Opposition forces to reach Adra prison. It is 

referred that AGPS documented 145 victims from the PLA members, who 

died in clashes in several areas in Syria since the beginning of war. 

Dozens of Activists from the families of the victims and the PLA recruits 

demanded the PLA, PLO and the concerned sides not to engage their 

sons in the ongoing conflict in Syria, not to send them to the tension areas 

and to stop the bloodshed of the Palestinian people in a battle that is not 

their battle.  

It is noted that the Palestinian Syrian refugees are obliged to military 

services in the PLA and each one that doesn’t go would be exposed to 

punishment. The compulsory service forced the young people , who 

refused it during the ongoing war is Syria, to leave Syria and travel to 

adjacent countries, where a number of PLA broke away from the army 

and joined the Opposition groups to fight against the Regime. It is 

mentioned that the PLA Staff Chiefs imposed on the PLA Members to 

participate in the battles supporting the Regular Army in the conflict 

areas and to go through continuous clashes with the Opposition Military 

forces in several areas in Syria like Tal Kurdi area in Damascus Suburb.  

On the other hand, the Regular Army targeted yesterday Zakia-Khan Al 

Sheih road with heavy guns, where no information about any casualties. 
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It is mentioned that Zakia –Khan Al Sheih road is the only road for the 

remaining residents of Khan Al Sheih camp for Palestinian Refugees to 

reach Damascus. The Regular Army closes all roads that connect the 

camp with the center of Damascus. 

In a different context, the Al Husayneyya camp schools opened its doors 

after three years of closure, where a group of school teachers and 

directors during the last two weeks registered the names of the students, 

who want to return back to schools in the camp. The school declared that 

each resident, after return to the camp, is able to register his children 

without bringing the transfer documents and the UNRWA schools at 

Husaeneyya will bring the documents for all students from the schools 

they came from. 

 

 It is mentioned that the Regular Army and the Armed Palestinian forces 

control the camp and Al Husayneyya area since 17 October 2013; their 

checkpoints were closing the camp’s entrances and exits and prevent the 

residents to return back to their houses till August 2015, where the forces 

allowed the residents to return back gradually. 
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Numbers and Statistics till 12/9/2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 802 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 872 days, water was cut for 362 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

182 victims.  

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 664 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 865 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 509 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


